
INTEGRATE YOUR HR SYSTEM

Automatically sync your leave data so that it’s super easy to see who’s where in 

Officely without having to add information to two separate systems.

Automatic Vacation Sync

Officely will intelligently recommend the best days to go into the office based on who 

else is there. Your HR connection allows us to understand relevant relationships 

between employees. We've found this can really increase intentional office use.

Intelligent Office Day Suggestions

Turn that wall of names into a meaningful list of people you care about! Your HR 

connection will tell Officely who your teammates, direct reports, manager and new 

starters are, allowing us to tailor an experience much more relevant to you.

Personalized Experience



WHAT DO WE NEED ACCESS TO?

Finally we need ‘read access’ to your leave data. This allows us to show you who is on 

vacation and off sick right in Slack. Note, currently only vacation and sick leave are 

synced to Officely. 

Leave Data

Employment data sounds scary, but we only require ‘read access’ to an employee’s 

start and end dates. This allows us to determine if someone is a new starter, which is 

important as new starters benefit a great deal from more time in the office and 

require additional notifications about where their team are working to help them 

build those important relationships. We use the employment end date to 

automatically remove the employee from Officely. We will never show someone’s end 

date within Officely, as this could be sensitive.

Employment Start & End

Officely needs access to basic employee profile information such as first name, last 

name and email along with each employee’s managers and direct reports. We use this 

information to further strengthen our understanding of who is relevant to you, 

allowing us to send you helpful notifications and tailor your experience in Officely.

Employee Data

Officely needs ‘read access’ to your Teams and Departments. We’ll automatically sync 

these with Officely so that you can access insights and analytics for each team. You 

will also benefit from a far more personalized experience in Officely along with 

intelligent notifications.

Organization Data



SUPPORTED TOOLS

Rippling

rexx system

Officient

PeopleHR

Azure AD

LuccaSesame HR

Sage HR

Gusto

Nmbrs

DATEV 
LODAS

BambooHR

IRIS Cascade

SAP Success 
Factor

Factorial

Breathe HR

Humaans

HiBob

Kenjo

PayFit

Deel

Hailey HR

Silae

Remote

Workday

HRworksHRworks

Eurécia

Personio

Oracle HCM

Charlie

HeavenHR

AFAS 
Software

Ready to get started? Email hello@getofficely.com

mailto:hello@getofficely.com

